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ABSTRACT

The fundamental plane of black hole activity is an empirical relationship between the
OIII/X-ray luminosity depicting the accretion power, the radio luminosity as a probe
of the instantaneous jet power and the mass of the black hole. For the first time, we
use the 1.4 GHz FIRST radio luminosities on the optical fundamental plane, to investigate whether or not FIRST fluxes can trace nuclear activity. We use a SDSS-FIRST
cross-correlated sample of 10149 active galaxies and analyse their positioning on the
optical fundamental plane. We focus on various reasons that can cause the discrepancy
between the observed FIRST radio fluxes and the theoretically expected core radio
fluxes, and show that that FIRST fluxes are heavily contaminated by non-nuclear,
extended components and other environmental factors. We show that the subsample
of ‘compact sources’, which should have negligible lobe contribution, statistically follow the fundamental plane when corrected for relativistic beaming, while all the other
sources lie above the plane. The sample of LINERs, which should have negligible lobe
and beaming contribution, also follow the fundamental plane. A combined fit of the
low-luminosity AGN and the X-ray binaries, with the LINERs, results in the relation
log LR = 0.77 log LOIII + 0.69 log M. Assuming that the original fundamental plane
relation is correct, we conclude that 1.4 GHz FIRST fluxes do not trace the pure ‘core’
jet and instantaneous nuclear activity in the AGN, and one needs to be careful while
using it on the fundamental plane of black hole activity.
Key words: galaxies:active, fundamental plane
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INTRODUCTION

The fundamental plane of black hole activity is a plane
stretched out by both the stellar-mass and supermassive
black holes (SMBH) in the three-dimensional space given
by the mass of the black holes, the X-ray/OIII luminosities
and the core radio luminosities (Merloni et al. 2003; Falcke
et al. 2004; Saikia et al. 2015; Nisbet & Best 2016). The
fundamental plane (FP) can be theoretically explained by
the radio emission coming from synchrotron radiation produced by relativistic compact jets, and the X-ray emission
originating either at a radiatively inefficient accretion flow
(Blandford & Königl 1979; Falcke & Biermann 1995; Heinz
& Sunyaev 2003) or at the base of the jet (Markoff et al.
2003). This relationship suggests that the black holes of the
entire mass range regulate their radiative and mechanical
luminosities in the same way at any given accretion rate,
when scaled to their respective Eddington rate.
The theoretical explanation of the black hole fundamental plane is based on the core component of the AGN, leaving out the extended emission (as described in Falcke et
?
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al. (2004), based on Falcke & Biermann (1995); Blandford
& Königl (1979)). Hence it is required to trace the nuclear
radio jet emission, to correctly constrain the fundamental
plane parameters. In order to probe the ‘core’ nuclear radio
luminosity of an active galactic nuclei (AGN), it is necessary to use high-resolution and high-frequency radio observations. Namely, radio fluxes obtained with the Very Large
Array (VLA) in A-configuration at 5 or 15 GHz frequencies
are expected to probe the instantaneous central ‘core’ radio
flux of an AGN. However, many recent studies have used radio fluxes extracted from the Faint Images of the Radio Sky
at Twenty-Centimeters (FIRST, White et al. 1997) survey
that observed with the VLA in B-configuration at 1.4 GHz
(e.g. Wang et al. 2006; Li, Wu & Wang 2008, etc.). While
some studies have obtained very different fundamental plane
coefficients when non-core emission is included (e.g. Wang
et al. 2006, etc.), some other studies have not found any
significant deviations (eg. Wong et al. 2016, etc.).
As one moves from 15 to 1.4 GHz radio frequency, the
VLA telescope beam becomes ∼100 times smaller. In addition to that, many of these sources have a steep spectrum
(Fν ∼ ν 0.6 ). Hence, when the radio observation is performed
at a lower frequency like 1.4 GHz, we lose a factor of ∼ 400 in
resolving power compared to observations made at 15 GHz.
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Moreover, the FIRST observations are performed with the
VLA in B-configuration, which has a much shorter baseline
compared to the A-configuration. Considering all these factors, if we use radio fluxes reported in the FIRST survey,
we lose a factor ∼1000 in resolving power, as opposed to the
radio fluxes observed with the VLA in A-configuration at
15 GHz. Thus, it is likely that the radio fluxes reported by
FIRST do not only represent the core of the AGN, since they
might be contaminated by extended radio emission coming
from non-nuclear sources.
Naturally, the FP studies done using the radio fluxes
from the FIRST survey have reported different best-fit correlation coefficients than the original FP discovered by Merloni et al. (2003) and Falcke et al. (2004). Wang et al.
(2006) studied an uniform sample of all the 115 broad line
AGN after cross-correlating ROSAT All-Sky Survey catalog (RASS, Voges et al. 1999), Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS) survey and the FIRST catalogue. They report a
much weaker dependence of the FP on the mass of the black
hole than what was previously thought. They also show that
the FP stretched out by the radio-loud objects have a steeper
slope compared to the radio-quiet ones, whereas the previous
plane relation was found to be universal for all the different
types of black holes. In addition, Li, Wu & Wang (2008) report the same result with a much larger sample of 725 broad
line AGN.
On the other hand, Nisbet & Best (2016) carefully selected only the Low-ionization nuclear emission-line regions
(LINERs) in the FIRST catalogue. LINERs are expected
to be the higher-mass counterparts of the low/hard state
X-ray binaries (XRBs). Despite using FIRST to trace the
core jet power, they find that the original FP relation holds
when only LINERs are selected in the sample. This result
suggests that FIRST radio fluxes can be used on the FP
only in few carefully considered and specific conditions, and
raises the concern of whether FIRST fluxes should be used
to trace nuclear jet activities of all AGN sources.
For the first time, we use the FIRST radio fluxes in
the ‘optical’ fundamental plane of black hole activity. One
of the main advantages of using optical emission lines as a
proxy of the accretion rate is that it is measurable in a large
number of sources. The aim of this paper is to check if populating the plane with FIRST fluxes is possible and if not
why. The question we want to explore is whether the FIRST
radio fluxes trace the core jet power and nuclear activity in
the AGN, or if it is heavily contaminated by environmental
and other non-nuclear factors. For this purpose, we use all
the AGN in the SDSS-FIRST cross-correlated sample, with
available 1.4 GHz radio luminosity, [OIII] emission line luminosity and the estimated mass of the black hole. The final
sample consists of 10149 active galaxies. If this sample is indeed probing the ‘core’ nuclear part of the AGN sources, we
can heavily populate the plane and significantly refine its
best-fit parameters.
We describe the sample of 10149 active galaxies in Section 2. In Section 3, we explore the possible factors behind
the discrepancy between the observed FIRST radio fluxes
and the theoretically expected core radio fluxes from the FP
relation. We also use crude theoretical relations to predict
the extended radio luminosities of the lobes and study the
positioning of different sub-samples of AGN on the optical

FP. Finally, we discuss our results and present the conclusions in Section 4.

2

SAMPLE SELECTION

The present optical fundamental plane of black hole activity
uses 15 GHz radio luminosity to trace the instantaneous jet
power of an AGN. Therefore it is severely limited by the low
number of VLA detections of the radio core. The current
FP relation is obtained with only 39 low-luminosity AGN
(Saikia et al. 2015). With the aim of populating the plane
and constraining its parameters we used the FIRST survey,
which has the largest sample of active galaxies detected by
the VLA at 1.4 GHz.
We selected the sample of 18286 radio-loud AGN presented in Best & Heckmann (2012) as the parent sample.
They constructed this sample by combining the seventh
data release of the SDSS with the NRAO VLA Sky Survey
(NVSS, Condon et al. 1998) and the FIRST catalogue.
As we require only those galaxies which have available [OIII] emission line fluxes, we performed a coordinate match of this parent sample with the study of emission lines in SDSS galaxies by the publicly available Gas
and Absorption Line Fitting (GANDALF; Sarzi et al. 2006)
code. This reduced the size of our sample to 18051 galaxies.
From the whole sample, 15189 are AGN and 2853 are starforming galaxies. We cross-correlated the 15189 AGN with
the FIRST catalogue and finally selected all the active galaxies for which we have data on [OIII] emission line flux, 1.4
GHz radio flux and black hole mass (estimated from stellar velocity dispersion). This reduced the total size of the
sample to 10149 AGN. The luminosity distances for these
sources were derived from their redshifts reported in Best &
Heckmann (2012).
In order to include black holes of the entire mass range,
we made use of the low-luminosity AGN (LLAGN) and XRB
samples that were used to define the original optical fundamental plane (Saikia et al. 2015). This LLAGN sample was
extracted from the Palomar Spectroscopic Survey (Ho et al.
1995). All the 39 LLAGN with known radio luminosities at
15 GHz (Nagar et al. 2005) and [OIII] line luminosities (Ho
et al. 1997) were selected for the study. The stellar mass
XRB sample comprises the best-studied XRBs in the hard
state; GX 339-4 (Corbel et al. 2013), V404 Cyg (Corbel et al.
2008), XTE J1118+480 (Merloni et al. 2003) and A06200-00
(Gallo et al. 2006).

3

THE FIRST SAMPLE ON THE OPTICAL
FUNDAMENTAL PLANE

The fundamental plane of black hole activity is a universal
correlation between nuclear jet power and accretion rate
in black holes of the entire mass range. In order to study
this plane, we selected the largest possible sample of active
galaxies with available information on 1.4 GHz radio fluxes
and [OIII] emission line fluxes, as well as estimates of the
redshifts and the black hole masses. A sample of 10149
active galaxies is obtained by cross-correlating the SDSS
catalogue and FIRST survey as described in Section 2. If
c 2018 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10

1.4 GHz on the Fundamental Plane
FIRST 1.4 GHz radio fluxes indeed trace the instantaneous
nuclear jet power, then these sources should theoretically
follow the fundamental plane of black hole activity. On
the contrary, a statistical disagreement between the fundamental plane relation and the observed 1.4 GHz fluxes
can imply that FIRST fluxes do not purely trace nuclear
jet activities, and are significantly contaminated by environmental factors and non-nuclear extended radio emissions.
We use the optical fundamental plane for this study,
where the nuclear [OIII] emission line is used as an indirect
proxy for the accretion rate (Saikia et al. 2015). Unlike Xrays, [OIII] line luminosity is relatively easier to obtain, as it
can be measured by ground-based observations. Moreover,
as the [OIII] emission line originates far from the central
black hole, contamination coming from relativistic beaming
and the effects of torus obscuration are minimized. In addition, the [OIII] line is known to be relatively weak in metalrich, star-forming galaxies. Hence the optical fundamental
plane gives several advantages over the X-ray fundamental plane to study such objects. But it also has limitations
and introduces more scatter to the fundamental plane. For
example, in order to compare the active galaxies with the
XRBs, a simple relation between the [OIII] and X-ray luminosities is used. This relation, log L3−20keV /LOIII = 2.15,
has a scatter of ∼0.5 dex (Heckman et al. 2005), which introduces additional uncertainties in the fundamental plane
coefficients.
The parameters of the original optical fundamental
plane are obtained from a LLAGN sample with 15 GHz
VLA A-configuration radio fluxes and a low/hard state
XRB sample with 5 GHz radio fluxes (Saikia et al. 2015).
In order to compare these two samples, the LLAGN 5 GHz
radio fluxes were predicted from the 15 GHz VLA flux
by assuming a flat radio spectrum. Here, we repeated the
same procedure to estimate the 5 GHz radio fluxes for the
new FIRST AGN sample observed at 1.4 GHz. Moreover,
to compare the new AGN sample with the XRBs, we
converted their [OIII] emission line fluxes to X-ray fluxes
by using a simple linear relation, log(L3-20keV /LOIII ) = 2.15
dex (Heckman et al. 2005).
In order to estimate the plane coefficients, we use the
same approach of Multivariate Correlation Linear regression analysis, as described in Saikia et al. (2015). We use
the modified chi-square estimator known as merit function,
which is defined as
P
(yi − b − aj xij )2
X
j
P
χ2 (a, b) =
,
(1)
2
2
σ
+
(a
j σxij )
yi
i
j

where σxij and σyi denote the respective uncertainties, yi
are the [OIII] line luminosities, x1j the radio luminosities at
15 GHz and x2j the black hole masses. The linear regression
coefficients aj and the zero intercept b can be calculated by
minimizing χ2 .
We have included all the errors and uncertainties involved in each variable, in order to correctly extract the parameters of the best-fit plane with the merit function. The
uncertainty in luminosity depends on both flux and distance
measurements. The radio and optical fluxes typically have
c 2018 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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an uncertainty of less than 10 percent, and is fixed at 0.05
dex in our analysis. Error in the distance measurements is
taken as 0.15 dex. We have used the correlation between
stellar velocity dispersion and mass to estimate the AGN
masses, using the M-σ relation. Hence, the uncertainty involved in the masses is also estimated from the scatter in the
M-σ relation, which typically is around 0.34 dex (eg. Merritt
& Ferrarese 2001; Kormendy et al. 2013). We have incorporated all the errors mentioned here in the merit function,
to correctly estimate the best-fit plane coefficients. A typical horizontal error-bar on the sources is calculated through
simple error propagation using all the uncertainties mentioned above, and included for reference in the fundamental
plane plots. It is important note that this is not the exact
uncertainty on each of the sources, but an estimation of the
expected horizontal error-bars. In addition to these, an intrinsic scatter term is included, whose exact magnitude is
chosen to ensure that the reduced merit function is unity.
This intrinsic scatter is generally found to be between 0.2
to 0.4 dex. It takes into account various factors like source
peculiarities, non-simultaneous measurements of radio and
optical flux of AGN, effects of spin, beaming statistics, absorption etc.
We note that additional uncertainty is introduced by
the conversion relation between X-ray luminosity and [OIII]
emission line luminosity for the AGN population (∼0.5 dex,
Heckman et al. 2005). Although it is the main contributor
in the error budget, it is not correlated with the rest of the
uncertainties, and will just introduce additional scatter in
the fundamental plane relation.
We included the new sample of FIRST active galaxies
on the existing optical FP, and found that most of these
sources have higher radio luminosities than predicted and lie
well above the plane (see Fig. 1). The discrepancy observed
between the theoretically expected and the observed FIRST
radio luminosities could imply that radio-loud sources do not
follow the FP of black hole activity. Alternatively, it could be
explained by an over-estimation of the radio emission owing
to the effects of relativistic beaming, or by the fact that the
radio luminosity at 1.4 GHz has considerable contribution
from non-nuclear extended radio emission which do not trace
instantaneous nuclear activity. In the following subsections,
we discuss each of these three possible factors in detail.
3.1

Radio-loud sources do not follow the plane

The first possibility to consider is that these are all powerful radio-loud sources, which do not follow the fundamental
plane. This explanation is inspired by recent results from
Hardcastle et al. (2009), where they have studied a set of
powerful radio galaxies from the 3CRR catalogue with z<1.
They used deep XMM spectroscopy to disentangle jet and
accretion-related components in the X-ray fluxes of this sample. They found that when the accretion-related X-ray component is used the sources follow the fundamental plane,
whereas the sample moves above the fundamental plane
when jet-related X-ray component is used.
Gasperin et al. (2011) reported similar findings by
analysing a sample of 17 radio-loud LLAGN with black
hole mass ∼ 108 M within a narrow redshift range (0.05
< z < 0.11). They measured the core X-ray emission using
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Figure 1. Position of the FIRST sample on the optical fundamental plane. XRBs are shown in blue squares, LLAGN in red circles
and the FIRST sources in green triangles. The red solid line is the projection of the best-fit plane using only LLAGN sample. A typical
horizontal error-bar on the sources, estimated through simple error propagation using all the uncertainties involved, is shown for reference
in the bottom right part of the plot. Luminosities are given in erg s−1 while the masses are in the unit of solar mass.

Generally, the observed X-ray luminosity can be a superposition of several components, originating at both the
accretion flow and the jet. These include inverse Compton
emission from a corona, synchrotron radiation from a jet and
synchrotron self-Compton emission from the accretion flow
or the jet. Many of these components will change its spectral shape with the black hole mass or the luminosity. For
example, the synchrotron emission from the jet may change
its cut-off energy depending on the luminosity of the accretion flow (see e.g. Ghisellini et al. 2002). Thus, depending
on the model used for the origin of the X-ray emission, one
may need to correct the spectral energy distribution of the
source with respect to the black hole mass or luminosity (see
discussion by Plotkin et al. 2012; Körding et al. 2006). This
correction would move the sources lying above the fundamental plane back down to the correlation. We note however, that this effect is far smaller than the effect seen here
for the FIRST radio sources.
Hence, although we can not completely rule out the
possibility that radio-loud sources do not follow the fundamental plane, we do not expect this to significantly affect
our study, especially as we are studying the optical fundamental plane, thus using [OIII] emission line luminosity in
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Chandra and the radio emission with the VLA and found
that almost all the sources in the sample lie above the
fundamental plane. Both these papers interpreted that the
sources lie above the fundamental plane whenever the X-ray
emission is dominated by the jet synchrotron emission,
rather than the Comptonization emission coming from the
radiatively inefficient accretion flow.
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Figure 2. Comparison between the radio luminosity distributions
of the observed FIRST sources and the expected luminosity of
the ∼40% sources that could be theoretically boosted from the
fundamental plane using Monte Carlo simulation.

place of X-ray luminosity to trace the accretion rate of the
active galaxies.
3.2

Most of the sample is highly beamed

The second possible physical process that can contribute towards a much higher observed radio luminosity than what
is expected theoretically, is the relativistic beaming of a
c 2018 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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jet. The observed emission from relativistic jets of an active galaxy can be considerably brighter compared to the
intrinsic luminosity, owing to relativistic effects.
It is not completely clear what fraction of the FIRST
galaxies is relativistically beamed. Lu et al. (2010) estimates
the Type 1 fraction in the FIRST survey to be just 20-30%.
Generally, Type 2 AGNs are not beamed at all. Hence we
do not expect majority of the FIRST sources to be highly
boosted. In order to explore if relativistic beaming can still
explain the discrepancy in the expected and the observed
radio luminosity, we use a standard Monte Carlo test, as
explained below.
In the first approximation, relativistic beaming can be
defined by just two intrinsic parameters - the Lorentz factor
and the viewing angle. If Lint is the intrinsic luminosity and
Lobs is the observed luminosity, then Lobs = δ p Lint , where δ
is the kinematic Doppler factor given as
δ=

1
Γ(1 − βCosθ)

where β is the bulk jet velocity in units of c, Γ is the Lorentz
factor defined as (1 − β 2 )−1/2 and θ is the viewing angle
of the jet with respect to our line-of-sight. The exponent
p depends on various assumptions about jet structure, jet
emission spectrum and the frequency at which the jet is
observed. For a spectral index α defined as Sν ∝ ν α , p can
be approximated to be p = 2 + α for a continuous jet or
3 + α for a jet with distinct blobs.
To check whether relativistic beaming can boost the
intrinsic radio luminosity of these sources to the range of
observed luminosity Lobs , we followed the method described
in Saikia et al. (2016). We first used the optical fundamental plane relation, black hole mass and the [OIII] line
luminosity, to estimate the core jet power of these sources.
This is the intrinsic radio luminosity Lint of the source. We
then constructed a Monte carlo simulation to theoretically
boost the intrinsic radio luminosities. This monte carlo
simulation is repeated for different viewing angles and
Lorentz factor distributions. We finally compared the
resultant theoretical radio luminosity distribution derived
from the monte carlo simulation, with the radio luminosity
distribution obtained from the FIRST observations. We find
that for no viewing angle or Lorentz factor distribution, the
intrinsic luminosities for the whole sample can be boosted
to match the observed FIRST luminosities. This rules out
the possibility of relativistic beaming being the sole or the
most dominant cause of the observed high radio luminosity.
This is generally expected because the FIRST sample
contains active galaxies at various viewing angles to our line
of sight. For a normal broad-line region AGN, usually Γ ∼
5 (Orr & Browne 1982), θ < 10o (Maraschi & Rovetti 1994)
and the boosting factor is expected to be less than 30, which
is not enough to account for the huge discrepancy observed
between the theoretically expected and the FIRST radio luminosities.
Boosting factors can go as high as 1000 only for blazars
with Γ <10 (Orr & Browne 1982) and θ < 5o . Blazars
have a core-dominated radio morphology and their radiation is dominated by a relativistic jet oriented close to our
line of sight. Hence, blazar jets can be highly relativistically
beamed depending on their orientation. However, even if we
c 2018 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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assume all the 10149 sources in our sample to be highly
beamed blazars and theoretically boost them from the fundamental plane, we find that only a fraction of them can
be theoretically boosted to reach the luminosity range of
FIRST observations. In Fig. 2 we present the comparison
of the FIRST observed radio luminosity distribution with
the theoretically expected radio luminosity distribution (after boosting the sources from the fundamental plane using
Monte Carlo simulation). Here, we have fixed a uniform θ
distribution from 0o to 30o (as higher angles are unlikely
to be detected) and a power-law Lorentz factor distribution
of the form N (Γ) ∝ Γ−2.1±0.4 for Γ ranging from 1 to 40
(Saikia et al. 2016). But even if we assume that the sample
is dominated by highly relativistic blazars, it is not possible
to create a simulated radio luminosity distribution having
statistically significant similarities with the sample observed
with FIRST, for any combination of θ and γ distributions.
Hence, although the relativistic beaming might have significant influence on the radio luminosities of these sources,
we showed that this effect alone is not enough to explain the
high radio luminosity observed for most of the sources. Note
that in section 3.3.1, we discuss the subsample of compact
sources where relativistic beaming can account for the gap
between theoretically expected and observed radio luminosities. For the rest of the sample there should be other factors
in addition to the effect of relativistic beaming to explain
the large discrepancy between the observed and theoretically expected radio fluxes.

3.3

1.4 GHz is dominated by extended emissions

The final possibility we investigate is whether the 1.4 GHz
radio flux at FIRST/NVSS resolution has considerable contributions coming from extended emissions such as the radio
lobes or environmental factors that can increase the radio
luminosity observed. If contribution from extended emission
is indeed the dominant cause of the discrepancy between the
expected core radio flux and the observed FIRST radio flux,
then at least the compact sources and the LINERs should
follow the optical fundamental plane.
In the following subsections we select the compact
sources and the LINERs from our complete sample and
study their behaviour on the optical fundamental plane.

3.3.1

Subsample I : Compact sources

Compact sources are the sources with negligible radio lobes
and other non-nuclear extended emission. That is, if an extended radio emission contribution is the dominant reason
why FIRST active galaxies are more radio luminous than
expected, then we expect the compact sources to follow the
fundamental plane, once corrected for the effects of relativistic beaming.
To check for this, we created a subsample including all
the 847 sources for which the ratio of NVSS flux equals the
flux of FIRST, after including a 5% error bar in the observed fluxes to account for the observational uncertainity
in the fluxes. Both FIRST and NVSS are 1.4 GHz galaxy
surveys performed with the VLA at two different configurations, resulting in different effective resolutions and sensitivities. While FIRST with its relatively high resolution
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using relativistic boosting parameters obtained at Saikia
et al. (2016). We first use the observed black hole mass,
the [OIII] line luminosity and the optical fundamental
plane relation to estimate the intrinsic radio luminosity
of the source. Then, we used the monte carlo simulation
to introduce the relativistic beaming to the sample. In
the simulation, we used a uniform θ distribution from
0o to 30o and a power-law Lorentz factor distribution of
the form N (Γ) ∝ Γ−2.1±0.4 with Γ ranging from 1 to 40
(Saikia et al. 2016), to theoretically boost the intrinsic
radio fluxes of the compact subsample. In order to match
the sensitivity of the simulated sample with the observed
one, we incorporated the selection effect of our parent
sample (radio cut-off of 5 mJy, Best & Heckmann (2012))
in the Monte Carlo simulation. As shown in the top panel
of Fig 3, we observed that the ‘compact’ subsample can
be theoretically boosted to reach the exact FIRST flux
range. Therefore, the compact sources in our sample that
were corrected for relativistic beaming follow the fundamental plane, even when FIRST radio fluxes at 1.4 GHz
frequency are used. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test was
performed to statistically quantify the similarities between
the theoretically boosted and the observed radio luminosity
distributions. The KS statistic is 0.05 ± 0.01 with a p-value
of 0.18 ± 0.13, thereby showing that the underlying radio
luminosity distributions are in agreement with being similar.
Thus, at least for the compact sources the 1.4 GHz radio luminosity range can be explained with a relativistically
beamed AGN core. On the other hand, non-compact radio
sources will have extended radio emissions, which will significantly contribute towards the 1.4 GHz fluxes measured
with the VLA either with FIRST or NVSS resolution.
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Figure 3. The top panel shows the position of the 847 FIRST
‘compact’ sample on the optical fundamental plane, as shown
in green triangles. The orange squares depict the sources that
are theoretically boosted from their intrinsic radio luminosity, assuming them to be dominated by a blazar population. A typical
horizontal error-bar on the sources, estimated through simple error propagation using all the uncertainties involved, is shown for
reference in the bottom right part of the plot. The two radio luminosity distributions are shown in the bottom panel. Luminosities
are given in erg s−1 while the masses are in the unit of solar mass.

underestimates the flux of extended sources and largely samples only compact sources, NVSS detects both nuclear and
disk emission from galaxies. Hence, at first approximation
FIRST/NVSS flux ratio can be used as an indirect measure
of the compactness of the source.
Theoretically, these ‘compact’ sources should not have
considerable lobe contribution in their FIRST fluxes and
should follow the fundamental plane. But as shown in
Fig 3, we find that these sources have a slightly higher
radio luminosity than what is expected from the optical
fundamental plane. We checked whether the relativistic
beaming can explain the difference in the observed and the
expected radio luminosities for these sources. For this, we
followed the same approach as described in section 3.2,

3.3.2

Subsample II : LINERs

We also studied the sub-sample of LINERs on the optical
fundamental plane. LINERs are generally accepted to be
powered by low-luminosity AGN, owing to the presence of
broad and sometimes variable Balmer lines in their optical spectra (eg. Ho et al. 1997; Eracleous & Halpern 2001,
etc.), compact radio cores (eg. Nagar et al. 2005) and hard
X-ray cores (eg. Gonzalez-Martin et al. 2009). Few recent
studies also discussed the possibility of a non-nuclear origin
of LINERs (eg. Cid Fernandes et al. 2011; Yan & Blanton
2012), although the results were not conclusive due to lack
of full spatial or spectral information. Nevertheless, the origin of LINERs is still debatable. We are still including the
LINERs in our analysis as they are known to follow the Fundamental Plane (eg. Merloni et al. 2003; Nisbet & Best 2016,
etc.), and are seen to have a much less scatter around the
plane, compared to the seyferts and the quasars (Körding
et al. 2006).
LINERs are considered to be the higher-mass counterparts of the low/hard state XRBs. They are characterized
by weak and small-scale radio jets, with luminosities that
are weaker than Seyfert galaxies and quasars (Nisbet &
Best 2016). Accordingly, LINERs should not be considerably beamed, and are not expected to have significant lobe
contributions. The sample used in the original fundamental plane have a significant fraction of LINERs, and these
sources seem to have the lowest scatter around the fundac 2018 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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Figure 4. Fitting the NISBET liners along with the LLAGN and
XRBs on the optical fundamental plane. Luminosities are given
in erg s−1 while the masses are in the unit of solar mass.

mental plane (see e.g. Körding et al. 2006). Therefore, we
expect the LINERs to follow the optical fundamental plane
relation.
Nisbet & Best (2016) have explicitly studied LINERs
on the original FP with FIRST radio fluxes. At low radio
powers, the 1.4 GHz radio emission is likely to be better
correlated to the core radio fluxes at 15 GHz, which are
usually used in these kind of studies. The authors report
a fundamental plane parameters given by log LR = (0.65 ±
0.07) log LX + (0.69±0.1) log M. This is significantly flatter
than the original fundamental plane, reported as log LR =
(0.60 ± 0.11) log LX + (0.78 ± 0.1) log M.
To compare their results with the work presented here,
we used the same LINER sample on the optical plane with
the existing LLAGN and XRBs. As shown in Fig. 5 and 6,
when plotting the LINERS using the standard fundamental
plane relation, we found that the 1.4 GHz radio fluxes are
consistently above the fundamental plane, and they also
show a different slope. On average, brighter LINERs can
deviate further from the fundamental plane, in line with a
smooth transition towards the full sample of the FIRST
AGN sample. A combined fit of all the sources including
the LINERs result in the relation log LR = (0.77 ± 0.04)
log LOIII + (0.69 ± 0.03) log M (see Fig 4). The errors
in the best-fit plane coefficients are estimated using a
bootstrapping routine. The fit parameters are more similar
to the ones found for the optical fundamental plane, but
the mass dependency is especially lower.
We performed statistical tests on the optical plane obtained after including the LINERs in it, and found that a
simple Kendall Tau test shows that the plane correlation is
significantly strong (τ = 0.53, with the probability for null
hypothesis as Pnull < 2 × 10−10 , for a sample of 847 sources,
including hard-state XRBs, LLAGN and LINERs). However
it is important to note that a partial Kendall Tau correlation
test performed with the distance as the third variable, gives
a Partial τ = 0.24, with a probability for null hypothesis
c 2018 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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as Pnull < 7 × 10−3 , indicating that the correlation is less
significant.
For comparison, when the radio luminosities are obtained with VLA in A-configuration at 15 GHz radio frequency, the significance of the plane increases. A partial
Kendall Tau correlation test performed on the original fundamental plane is reported as Pnull < 1×10−10 for the complete sample of ∼110 black holes (Merloni et al. 2003), while
the probability of the null hypothesis for the optical fundamental plane with SMBHs is found to be Pnull < 3.9 × 10−3
for 39 LLAGN sources (Saikia et al. 2015). These results
show that the underlying correlation is real and not a
distance-distance driven result. We can thus conclude that
using 1.4 GHz radio fluxes significantly weakens the correlation between radio luminosity and the underlying core jet
power.
3.4

Various source populations on the Optical
Fundamental Plane

The core radio luminosity of an active galaxy can be estimated by the fundamental plane. The relation between the
core and the lobe luminosity of an individual galaxy depends
on many physical parameters like the age, size and the type
of the source, as well as the physical properties of the environment. But a rough estimate of the lobe luminosity can
be obtained from the jet power, using the following equation
from Willott et al. (1990)
Pjet (erg/s) = 3 × 1017 × f3/2 × L151MHz (W Hz−1 Sr−1 )
where Pjet is the mechanical jet power in erg/s and L151MHz
is the luminosity of the radio lobes at 151 MHz, measured
in W/Hz/Sr. The factor ‘f ’ is a combination of all the uncertainties. For this analysis, we have fixed the value of f to
be ∼ 5 (Daly et al. 2012).
This widely used estimator of jet power from extended
radio emission in active galaxies is a model-dependent
predictor based on synchrotron minimum energy calculations in combination with the self-similar model of radio
galaxy evolution (Willott et al. 1990). This equation has a
factor f to account for the systematic errors in the model
assumptions and our ignorance of true jet powers. This
factor is expected to mainly depend on the type of the
source and its surrounding, and is estimated to lie between
1 and 20 through observational constraints (Willott et
al. 1990). While Blundell and Rawlings (2000) finds f to
be ∼10 for a FR II population, Hardcastle et al. (2007)
reports that f lies in the range of 10-20 for FR I sources.
This relation has been widely used to get an estimate the
mechanical output from active galaxies based on a single
low frequency luminosity measurement, with a constant
value of f for the entire population (eg. Hardcastle et al.
2007; Cattaneo & Best 2009; Fernandes et al. 2011, etc.).
We use the same approach to get an rough estimate of the
lobe power for our sample, with a f -value ∼ 5, following
Daly et al. (2012).
We investigate different AGN populations present in
our sample (LLAGN, compact AGN, LINERs and FIRST
active galaxies) on the optical fundamental plane and check
how they systematically deviate from the plane (see Fig 5).
The optical fundamental plane is defined by the LLAGN
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Figure 5. Position and deviation of different source populations on the optical fundamental plane. In the top panel, the FIRST
AGN sample (green triangles), LINERs (orange squares), LLAGN (red circles) and XRBs (blue diamonds) are plotted on the optical
fundamental plane. A typical horizontal error-bar on the sources, estimated through simple error propagation using all the uncertainties
involved, is shown for reference in the bottom right part of the plot. Luminosities are given in erg s−1 while the masses are in the
unit of solar mass. The bottom plot shows the distance of FIRST AGN sample (red), LINERs (yellow) and LLAGN (green) from the
fundamental plane (given in dex), along with the theoretical estimation for position of the radio lobes (blue). For easy visualization of
the subsamples that have comparatively fewer sources, we plot the y-axis in a logarithmic scale and show the mean position of every
subsample in dashed lines.

sample, which traces the ‘core’ radio line, while the ‘lobe’
radio line is theoretically estimated from the equation
above. The radio luminosities of the large sample of 10149
active galaxies with the FIRST observations seem to be
largely distributed between the core line and the lobe line.
Compared to the whole sample of FIRST active galaxies,
the subsamples of compact sources and LINERs lie closer
to the radio core line defined by the fundamental plane.

Hence we see that different AGN sources have different

levels of deviations from the fundamental plane, measured as
the average distance of the source population from the bestfit plane relation. The average and the range of deviation
(in dex) for different source populations from the best-fit
relation is shown in Fig 6, and explained below.

(i) The LLAGN and the XRBs are used to define the fundamental plane, which estimates the ‘core’ radio luminosity.
(ii) The ‘compact’ sources present in the FIRST sample
are relativistically beamed. Once the effect of beaming is
c 2018 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10

1.4 GHz on the Fundamental Plane
removed from the radio flux, the ‘compact’ sources statistically agree with the fundamental plane relation.
(iii) The LINERs lie slightly above (on average a displacement of ∼ 0.9 dex from the fundamental plane), when 1.4
GHz radio flux is used. But a combined fit of the LINERs
with the LLAGN and the XRBs follows the trend of the
fundamental plane.
(iv) All the remaining sources in the FIRST sample are
dominated by radio fluxes coming from the lobe and other
extended structures. They largely populate the area between
the ‘core’ line and the estimated ‘lobe’ line on the fundamental plane.
Therefore, we conclude that the 1.4 GHz radio fluxes
at FIRST resolution has contribution from extended emission and lie between the radio fluxes expected from just the
nuclear radio core and the extended radio lobes.
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have a factor ∼1000 better in resolving power, which is necessary to remove the contribution coming from extended
emission and starburst activities. If the theory behind the
fundamental plane of black hole activity is right, we can use
only the intrinsic ‘core’ nuclear jet power on the fundamental plane, after removing the contributions from extended
emission and relativistic beaming. Hence it is required that
the radio emissions used to construct the plane are observed
with high-resolution facilities (e.g. VLA in A-configuration)
to resolve out all the non-nuclear extended emission and at
high-frequency (∼ 15 GHz) where extended emission is expected to be weaker. We conclude that it is important to be
cautious when selecting the type of radio observations, and
the class of AGN sources to study the fundamental plane
of black hole activity and trace the nuclear jet power of a
source.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we used a SDSS-FIRST cross-correlated sample of 10149 active galaxies to study the optical black hole
fundamental plane relationship, and investigate whether the
1.4 GHz fluxes trace the nuclear jet power. We used the
1.4 GHz radio luminosity from the VLA FIRST survey, the
[OIII] emission line luminosity derived from SDSS spectra
and the black hole mass obtained from stellar velocity dispersion. We showed that the active galaxies observed with
the VLA at 1.4 GHz with FIRST/NVSS resolution have
higher radio fluxes compared to what is expected from the
fundamental plane of black hole activity or from pure nuclear core jet emission. We discussed in detail the possible
reasons behind the discrepancy between the observed and
theoretical radio luminosity distributions.
We showed that the relativistic beaming alone can not
explain the large difference between these two distributions,
when the complete sample is considered. We investigated the
subsample of 847 ‘compact’ sources in our sample, and found
that their FIRST radio luminosity range can be well explained with a relativistically beamed AGN core. Moreover,
the LINER subsample, which should have negligible contribution from extended emission and relativistic beaming,
also followed the fundamental plane relation. In conclusion,
we may say that the FIRST fluxes of the remaining sources
have considerable contributions coming from extended radio
emission.
While the optical fundamental plane traces the core
radio power, theoretical approximations can be used to
roughly estimate the lobe radio power. We see that majority of the FIRST AGN sources lie in the flux range defined
by the observed core and expected lobe radio fluxes. This
is further evidence to our claim that FIRST radio fluxes
have contribution from the extended radio emission, and do
not purely trace the nuclear jet power. With the assumption
that the fundamental plane relation is right, we suggest that
one needs to be careful in using the 1.4 GHz flux obtained
with FIRST/NVSS resolution to estimate the pure nuclear
activity of AGN.
Furthermore, compared to the FIRST survey (with
VLA in B-configuration at 1.4 GHz radio frequency), the
VLA in A-configuration at 15 GHz radio observations will
c 2018 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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